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Foreword – After Winter  
  
After Winter, a story of one man’s journey through loneliness to hope - interweaving Franz 
Schubert’s repertoire from Winter Journey with original commissions by Errollyn Wallen, was set 
to be performed at Middlesbrough Town Hall in July 2020, and then as part of the Ryedale Festi-
val in Malton. The production was due to be staged within a collective feast and with a company 
of around 30 individuals affected by homelessness. In the days and months beforehand, the per-
formers had been learning the music, the design had been mapped out and the creative team were 
knee-deep in planning. The countdown to production had begun. Nobody could have predicted 
what would instead be taking centre stage: Covid-19.   
  
Pre-Covid, one of the two weekly groups that we were running in Teesside was at Methodist Asylum 
Project (MAP), a project working with refugee and asylum seekers, many of whom did not have 
English as their first language. A number of the performers in this group would go on to be part of 
the production. We had often talked about creating visual resources to support our work with the 
group – and in a timely stroke of fortune, just as rehearsals were about to get started, we struck up 
a fruitful partnership with Teesside University and with staff, and students, from the BA (Hons) Com-
ics and Graphic Novels Programme.
  
The idea of creating a graphic novel of the story of After Winter was born: to put into pictures 
the words and spirit of the narrative. This graphic novel would not only serve as a visual learning 
resource for performers, but sections would also be included in the programme for audiences to en-
joy. The students threw themselves into the task wholeheartedly; they studied the music, they soaked 
up the story and they attended the launch of the production, bright-eyed and enthusiastic. Teams of 
these students then started to prepare different “chapters” of the narrative of the piece.   
  
What started its life as a learning resource has become a precious legacy of the production that 
never was. In the same way as we have turned to different, mainly online, platforms to continue the 
work of Streetwise Opera, the spirit of the production is continued in these pages.  
  
I want to offer our huge thanks to the staff and students at Teesside University for having created 
this novel. Thanks too to the Teesside Streetwise Opera team, Middlesbrough Town Hall, MAP, The 
Ryedale Festival and the creative and technical team of the production, for all of their planning, 
thinking and dreaming. Thanks to the Streetwise Opera supporters who have stuck with us through 
the ups and the downs, in particular our inaugural Commissioning Circle: David Cairns, Jane Fur-
niss, Tom & Emily Kinane, Christine Kirk, Anthony & Katherine Pinching, Jessica Sebag-Montefiore, 
Robert Sanderson & Margaret Levin, Anne Siddell and Peter Tompkins; and our crowdfunding cam-
paign supporters. 

And as ever – our huge thanks to the performers of Streetwise Opera, all over the country, for help-
ing us to hope and for propelling us into an unknown future.   
  
Marigold Hughes  
Head of Programme – Streetwise Opera   
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AFTER 
WINTER

Produced and Commissioned by Streetwise Opera
Illustrated by Teesside University Year 2 Students

A re-imagining of Schubert’s Winterreise, translated into English by Jeremy Sams, with 
original words and music by Errollyn Wallen MBE, and additional libretto by Hazel 

Gould alongside participants from Streetwise Opera’s workshops in Teesside who’ve 
been affected by homelessness.
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Overture

This project has been a fantastic opportunity for our BA (Hons) Comics and Graphic Novels stu-
dents to get first-hand experience in the creative industries and see the difference that the arts 
can make to people’s lives.

Streetwise Opera is a national charity working all over the country with some world-class artists 
so we are delighted to be able to give our students the chance to learn vital skills on live proj-
ects with an organisation of this calibre.

As a civic university we want to engage with the community and this project allows our students 
to make a really positive impact upon the lives of some of society’s most vulnerable people.
We are delighted with the result and are committed to our ongoing collaborative partnership 
with Streetwise Opera in the coming years.

Chrisina Jayne
Dean – School of Computing, Engineering and Digital Technologies 
Teesside University
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SOLACE and CONSOLATION

Two blue triangles
A cradle cross a river
Memories and music…
Memories and friends.

A safe warm bed of comfort
A place to rest your head
A place of fire and shelter from the storm.

A phone call have a natter
Family always there
Memories and music…
Memories and friends.

Whistling coffee
Yeasty doughy, doughy bread
Onion perfumes linger
Linger on
Smokey bitter soft
A safe warm bed of comfort
A place to rest your head
A place of fire and shelter from the storm.

Hear the wind and rain
It cannot hurt me
Hear the wind and rain
My home protects me
Memories and music…
Memories and friends.

Memories and music…
Memories and friends.
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STORMY MORNING

The jagged forks of lightning
Have ripped the sky in two
The thunderclouds are boiling
 A proper witches’ brew
A proper witches’ brew!

The clouds collide together
A crash of black and red
It’s just the kind of weather
That’s raging in my head.

I love the mad confusion
In everything I see
It’s winter pure and simple
It’s winter pure and simple
Untameable and free!
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Afterword – Before Winter

The After Winter graphic novel challenged Teesside University’s Year Two students in the BA 
(Hons) Comics and Graphic Novels Programme to make comics, research beyond the bound-
aries of the classroom, and explore the surrounding local community. In November 2019, we 
partnered with members of Streetwise Opera (SWO) who were staging a performance of 
Schubert’s opera Winterreise. Our task as a class was to collaboratively develop the opera’s 
narrative with SWO and adapt the libretto into a graphic novel.

The class of twenty was divided into five groups of four, with each group responsible for adapt-
ing five songs into comics. Traditional comics-making techniques and methods lay at the founda-
tion of the project’s artistic practice:
 
• Rough sketches and thumbnails based on research; 
• Cleaner pencil drawings and lettering;
• Rendering inks and colours;
• Final, camera-ready artwork.

Following each iteration, revisions and feedback were given to students from both SWO and 
myself as tutor. For example, each team submitted a design for the comic’s main character, The 
Traveller, and SWO selected the one they felt best represented their vision. The chosen design 
by Ebonny Cavanagh is featured on the back cover. On the opposite page are the five wonder-
ful designs submitted by the teams.

I say with confidence that this project had a profound impact on the students and on myself. 
The sense of community and collaboration in the classroom and beyond strengthened with each 
iteration of the project. 

Thank you to SWO, Teesside University, and all the sponsors, partners, performers, and artists 
who helped turn this dream project into a reality. 

Julian Lawrence
Senior Lecturer Comics and Graphic Novels – Teesside University
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